In the saccadic literature, the voluntary control of eye movement involves inhibiting automatic saccadic plans. In contrast, the dominant view in reading is that linguistic processes trigger saccade planning. The present study explores the possibility of a common control mechanism, in which cognitively driven responses compete to inhibit automatic, perceptually driven saccade plans. A probabilistic model is developed to account for empirical distributions of saccadic response time in anti-saccade tasks (Studies 1 and 2) and fixation duration in reading and reading-like tasks (Studies 3 and 4) . In all cases the distributions can be decomposed into a perceptually based component and a component sensitive to cognitive demands. Parametric similarities among the models strongly suggest a shared cognitive control mechanism between reading and other voluntary saccadic tasks.
Introduction
Cognition assumes very different roles in two traditions of eye movement research. In the saccadic control literature cognition inhibits perceptually driven saccadic plans (see Hutton (2008) and Munoz and Everling (2004) for reviews). In reading research, however, the dominant view is that linguistic and cognitive processes activate or trigger eye movements (see Rayner, 1998; Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003) . The present paper explores the possibility that a common control mechanism underlies both tasks.
The proposition here is that in both cases slow cognitive processes must compete against automatic, perceptually driven saccadic plans. To the extent this effort sometimes fails, eye movement responses will be composed of two (or more) components -those held back by high-level processes and those escaped the cognitive inhibition. This hypothesis is tested here by examining distribution functions of saccadic response time (SRT) and/or fixation duration. Studies 1 and 2 show that SRTs in anti-saccade tasks can be decomposed into a perceptually driven component and a cognitively controlled component. Studies 3 and 4 demonstrate that the same model applies to reading and reading-like tasks. Together these studies point to a shared cognitive control mechanism in simple and complex eye movement tasks.
Inhibitory control of saccadic eye movements
Research on the neurophysiology of saccadic control suggests a competition between higher-order processes and automatic saccade plans driven by perceptual input (Munoz & Everling, 2004) . In recent computational models (Cutsuridis et al., 2007; Trappenberg et al., 2001; Wilimzig, Schneider, & Schöner, 2006) , the activation elicited by an exogenous input (e.g., the onset of a perceptual target) rises to a certain threshold, while the activation associated with the endogenous signal (voluntary control) also accumulates. If the cognitive signal wins the race, the automatic saccade program is inhibited and -after a delay -a new saccade is made according to cognitive demands. If the inhibitory signal fails to intercept the reflexive saccade plan, an erroneous eye movement is made. This race model is supported by single cell recording and microstimulation studies (for reviews, see Hutton, 2008; Munoz & Everling, 2004) . They demonstrate the causal role of the frontal eye field (e.g., Isoda & Hikosaka, 2007) , basal ganglia (particularly the subthalamic nucleus; see Hikosaka, Takikawa, & Kawagoe, 2000; Isoda & Hikosaka, 2008) , and the superior colliculus (e.g., Dorris, Olivier, & Munoz, 2007) in inhibiting reflexive saccades.
Behaviorally, the aforementioned theory predicts at least two categories of saccades -perceptually versus cognitively driven responses. This is consistent with the common observation that the SRT in saccadic tasks is often multi-modal (e.g., Fischer, 1987; Fischer, Gezeck, & Huber, 1995; Johnston & Everling, 2008; McDowell et al., 2008) . Foreshadowing later neurophysiologic models, Fischer proposed the ''three loops'' theory (Fischer, 1987; Fischer, Gezeck, & Huber, 1995) . The first loop is responsible for the express saccades that are typically less than 100 ms. The second loop inhibits reflexive saccades planned by the first loop and initiates fast regular saccades that peak at around 160 ms. The third loop generates the slow regular saccades, which peak after 200 ms.
The mixture model to be developed here formalizes these ideas in a probabilistic framework.
The current paper focuses on the anti-saccadic task (Hallett, 1978) , in which participants are asked to make an eye movement toward (pro-saccade) or away from (anti-saccade) a suddenly appearing stimulus. It is chosen because it pits cognitive control directly against perceptually driven saccadic responses. Consistent with the predictions of the three-loop hypothesis (Fischer, 1987; Fischer, Gezeck, & Huber, 1995) , the SRT in the anti-saccade task is typically multi-modal in humans (see McDowell et al., 2008) and primates (e.g., Johnston & Everling, 2008) . Various manipulations -such as the gap condition (see Study 2) -are known to change the distribution of SRT as well as the error rate. The antisaccade task thus provides an ideal starting point for modeling the cognitive control of saccadic eye movements. We shall develop a statistical model that captures both the distribution of SRTs and the evolution of the error rate as a function of the SRT.
Control of reading eye movements
In the field of reading research, however, theories differ on how cognitive (including linguistic) processes influence oculomotor responses (e.g., Engbert et al., 2005; Feng, 2006a; McDonald, Carpenter, & Shillcock, 2005; Reichle, Warren, & McConnell, 2009; Reichle et al., 1998; Reilly & Radach, 2006; Yang & McConkie, 2001 ). However, a close examination suggests that most embracein different forms and to different extents -the notion of a competition between cognitively driven eye movements and automatically planned saccades.
E-Z Reader
One of the most prominent theories in reading, the E-Z Reader model includes two distinct and competing saccadic mechanisms -automatically programmed refixations versus forward saccades triggered by linguistic processes (Pollatsek, Reichle, & Rayner, 2006; Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003; Reichle, Warren, & McConnell, 2009; Reichle et al., 1998) . According to the model, the linguistically driven process wins the race most of the time and refixations are routinely canceled. Linguistically driven saccades are initially inhibited until the lexical processing reaches a critical stage (the ''familiarity check'' stage in Reichle et al. (1998) ; or the ''L1'' stage in Reichle, Rayner, and Pollatsek (2003) ). The mechanism seems to also predict two classes of fixations. However, it will be very difficult to distinguish the two processes with the current parameterization of the model. According to E-Z Reader 10 (Reichle, Warren, & McConnell, 2009) , the ''familiarity check'' takes about 110 ms for a modestly frequent and predictable word, whereas the average delay to initiate a perceptually-driven refixation is 117 ms. The two distributions overlap for the most part.
The relative speed of perceptual-versus cognitive-based responses is a critical issue. E-Z Reader is parameterized in such a way that most perceptually driven refixations are canceled by the linguistically driven saccadic decisions. However, if perceptually driven responses are substantially faster than cognitively triggered saccades, it is likely that there are much more perceptually based saccades in reading than predicted by the E-Z Reader model. In the present study we shall directly estimate the proportion of these two processes and their speed from empirical distributions.
SWIFT
The SWIFT model ) also involves two different mechanisms for saccade generation. According to the model, saccades are generated stochastically but its rate is inhibited by the processing difficulty of the foveal word. However, this foveal inhibition is absent when the fixation lands on an unintended word due to oculomotor errors (i.e., mislocated fixations; see Engbert & Nuthmann, 2008; , and a saccade is automatically triggered. The existence of the two types of saccades with different time courses is consistent with the mixture model framework. Parameters to be estimated here can shed light on the time course of the proposed processes.
The competition/interaction theory
The competition/interaction (C/I) theory (McConkie & Yang, 2003; Yang, 2006; Yang & McConkie, 2001) hypothesizes that a substantial proportion of reading eye movements are programmed on the basis of perceptual information and are independent from the on-going linguistic processing. Meanwhile, linguistic and cognitive processes can influence saccadic decisions through the ''processing-related inhibition'' mechanism (along with two additional mechanisms; see Yang, 2006) , which kicks in when readers encounter difficulties. In addition to shortening the saccade length, it reduces the instantaneous rate of saccades (i.e., the hazard function of fixation duration; see also Feng, 2009b) and therefore lengthens the average fixation duration. The inhibition only occurs during a critical time window, approximately 200-300 ms after the onset of the fixation. The strength of the process-related inhibition is independent of the on-going linguistic processing (see Yang, 2006, p. 60) . This comparatively crude inhibitory mechanism nonetheless captures subtle changes in distribution functions of the fixation duration and saccade length (McConkie & Yang, 2003; Yang, 2006; Yang & McConkie, 2001 ). The C/I theory lends itself naturally to mixture modeling.
LATER
Originally developed for SRTs in saccadic tasks, the LATER model has been extended to account for distributions of reading fixation duration (Carpenter & McDonald, 2007) . It assumes that the activation associated with a saccade plan rises linearly toward a fixed threshold, though the rate at which it accumulates is a random variable following a normal distribution (Carpenter, 1981 (Carpenter, , 2000 Carpenter & McDonald, 2007; Carpenter & Williams, 1995; Nakahara, Nakamura, & Hikosaka, 2006; Reddi, Asrress, & Carpenter, 2003) . The resulted SRT follows the reci-normal distribution (Nakahara, Nakamura, & Hikosaka, 2006; Robert, 1991) . Although the LATER mechanism does not involve a competition, it is often observed that two reci-normal distributions are required to model empirical SRT or fixation duration distributions, one for shorter fixations and one for longer ones (e.g., Carpenter & McDonald, 2007; Reddi & Carpenter, 2000) . How the two component distributions interact is not explicated in publications. A mixture model provides a simple mechanistic model.
A mixture model for saccadic response time
We begin with the assumption that (a) each saccade is generated by one of several distinct processes and (b) responses from each process follow a unique probabilistic distribution (Feng, 2001 (Feng, , 2003 (Feng, , 2006a (Feng, , 2009b . The distribution of observed SRTs is a probabilistic mixture of these distributions with unknown parameters. The goal of mixture modeling is to estimate parameters of individual distributions as well as their relative proportions (for mixture models, see Dolan, Van Der Maas, & Molenaar, 2002; Feng, 2006a Feng, , 2009a Feng, , 2009b McLachlan & Peel, 2000; Rouder et al., 2005; Van Zandt & Ratcliff, 1995; Yantis, Meyer, & Smith, 1991) . This basically involves determining the parametric form of componential distributions, and estimating the parameters based on observed empirical SRT/fixation duration distributions.
Component distributions
Across a broad range of tasks, the SRT/fixation duration follows a lawful distribution that is positively skewed and near exponential in the right tail (e.g., Feng, 2009b; Harris et al., 1988) . A variety of distributional models have been used in the literature, including simple theoretical distributions (Carpenter, 1999; Carpenter & McDonald, 2007; Feng, 2001 Feng, , 2006a Reddi, Asrress, & Carpenter, 2003) and mixtures of various distributions (Feng, 2009a (Feng, , 2009b Harris et al., 1988; McConkie & Dyre, 2000; McConkie, Kerr, & Dyre, 1994; Reichle et al., 1998; Reilly & O'Regan, 1998; Suppes, 1990 Suppes, , 1994 Yang, 2006) .
The current paper uses the log-logistic distribution (e.g., Kleiber & Kotz, 2003; Nakatani & Leeuwen, 2008; Swamee, 2002) as a model for component distributions: if X $ logistic(log(a), 1/b), then e X $ log-logistic(a, b). The log-logistic distribution, also known in economics as the Fisk distribution (Fisk, 1961) , is a special case of the Pareto IV distribution (McDonald, 1984) , which has been studied extensively in the context of the income distribution (Marshall & Olkin, 2007) . I introduce a shift parameter d to account for the inhibitory effect (Dagum, 1975) . The probability function and the probability density functions (pdf) of the shifted loglogistic distribution are 
The parameter a is a scale parameter and a + d is the median of the distribution. b is a shape parameter; a larger b corresponds to a more peaked distribution. Parameter d represents the amount of right shift as a result of cognitive inhibition. The mean and the mode of the log-logistic distribution are
The mode is smaller than the median a + d and the mean is larger than the median, for b > 1. Fig. 1A shows two hypothetical componential distributions for fast regular and slow regular saccades.
Mixture
In this paper we focus on two components, corresponding roughly to the fast regular and the slow regular saccades (Fischer, 1987; Fischer, Gezeck, & Huber, 1995) . The bold line in Fig. 1B shows a mixture of the two components, with 70% fast regular saccades and 30% slow regular saccades. If the pdf of the fast regular and the slow regular SRTs are f P (t) and f C (t), respectively, the pdf for the mixture is f ðtÞ ¼ P P Á f P ðtÞ þ P C Á f C ðtÞ ð 3Þ
where t is the SRT, P P and P C = 1 À P P are the mixing probabilities. We cannot determine with certainty how a particular saccade is generated, but we can estimate the mixing probabilities and parameters of f P (t) and f C (t) based on the empirical distribution function. Very brief fixations, hereafter loosely referred to as express saccades, are not the focus of this study because they are generally regarded as not cognitively guided (Fischer, Gezeck, & Huber, 1995) . Nonetheless their presence affects the estimation of other parameters. Here we introduce a free parameter P X to represent the proportion of express saccades. We make a technical assumption that they also follow a log-logistic distribution f X with the same scale and shape parameters across conditions. Our interest here is to estimate P X so that the rest of the parameters can be accurately obtained; this is reflected in our parameterization to keep P C + P P = 1. The probability density function of the final mixture model is
There are altogether six free parameters for each full mixture model (a, b P , b C , d, P P , and P X ). Because a key question is whether the P component is common across conditions, we shall compare the ''full'' model against a ''restricted'' model, where a and b P are fixed across conditions. The model with smaller Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is preferred.
The current study
To summarize, both the saccadic literature and reading research suggest a competition between automatically planned saccades and cognitively influenced saccades. Two overarching predictions can be made. First, the mixture model (4) will provide adequate fit to empirical data from saccadic tasks and reading tasks. Second, model parameters will reflect experimental manipulations; that is, parameters associated with the P component should respond to perceptual changes in the task, whereas parameters of the C component should vary with cognitive/linguistic factors.
Four empirical studies will be reported. Study 1 looks at a typical pro-/anti-saccade task. The goal here is to develop the loglogistic mixture model to account for not only the SRT distribution but also the time course of the correct rate. Study 2 examines how the gap effect affects model parameters. Study 3 applies the mixture model to reading, particularly the effect of word frequency on fixation duration distributions. Finally, Study 4 compares the fixation duration of normal reading with two pseudo-reading tasks -reading a random word list and reading texts where all letters are replaced with the letter z. Together the four studies provide opportunities to test the hypothesis that a single control mechanism underlies saccadic tasks that vary in perceptual, cognitive, and linguistic dimensions.
Study 1: pro-and anti-saccades with overlaps
The present study involves the pro-and anti-saccadic task (Fischer, Biscaldi, & Gezeck, 1997) . The goal is twofold -to model distribution functions of SRTs using the mixture model (4) and to account for the correct rate as a function of time. The latter is important because task performances are often determined by the strategic tradeoff between speed and accuracy (Bogacz et al., 2009) . A model of saccadic control must account for both.
I introduced the 3-log-logistic mixture model of the SRT distribution in (4). To explain the time course of the correct rate, we add the following assumptions: (a) express saccades are agnostic of the visual input and thus have a correct rate of 50%; (b) the correct rate of perceptually driven responses, r P , is close to 100% in the prosaccade task but close to 0% in the anti-saccade task (for simplicity we use 1 À r P ); and (c) cognitively driven responses have a fixed correct rate, r C , close to 100%. Parameters r P and r C are functions of the speed-accuracy tradeoff and may differ across conditions. The correct rates of observed pro-and anti-saccades are:
We will first fit the distributions of SRT (4), and then test whether the estimated parameters can account for correct rate functions (5).
2.1. Method 2.1.1. Participants Twenty-four university students (12 females and 12 males) participated in the study for course credits. None reported having vision, oculomotor, or other related impairments, and they had either corrected or uncorrected normal vision.
Apparatus
Eye movements were recorded using an EyeLink 1000 Desktop eye tracker (SR Research, http://www.eyelinkinfo.com) at a sampling rate of 500 Hz using the pupil-corneal-reflection method (see Duchowski, 2003) . A 9-point calibration was done at the beginning of the study. The typical accuracy is less than 0.5°. The recording was monocular, typically from the right eye. Saccades were parsed offline using the algorithm provided by the vender, based on an acceleration threshold of 9500 deg/s 2 . A ViewSonic PF790 19 in. CRT monitor at 100 Hz refresh rate was used. The screen resolution was 1024 Â 768 pixels. Participants sat 60 cm from the monitor, with their heads supported by a chin rest. At this distance each visual degree corresponds to approximately 20 pixels. Stimuli were controlled by a custom developed program using Python (Python 2.3; http://www.python.org) and the low-level graphics library PyGame (http://www.pygame.org). Timing of stimulus presentation was synchronized to the CRT vertical retrace signal.
Procedure
The experimental procedures closely followed that of Fischer, Biscaldi, and Gezeck (1997) . At the beginning of a trial, a central fixation point was shown on the screen for 2000 ms. The fixation point was a red disk, 8 pixels in diameter, on a green background. At 1200 ms a visual stimulus (a white disk 8 pixels in diameter) appeared 90 pixels to the left or right side of the fixation point. The location of the stimulus was randomized. It remained on the screen for 1000 ms, after which point the trial ended. The intertrial interval was set to 600 ms.
A within-subject blocked design was used. In the pro-saccade task, the participant was instructed to look at the visual target as fast and as accurately as possible. In the anti-saccade task, the participant was told to look at the opposite side of the target as fast as possible. Feedback was not given. There were 120 trials in the prosaccade block and 120 trials in the anti-saccade block, and the order of the block was randomized between participants.
Data coding and modeling
The saccadic response time was the duration between the onset of the visual stimulus and the beginning of the first saccadic eye movement. Saccades occurred before the onset of the visual target and were excluded from analyses. Twenty-four participants responded to a total of 2763 valid pro-saccade responses and 2762 valid anti-saccade responses. Of these, 32.5% anti-saccades were incorrect and only 9.6% pro-saccades were incorrect. We shall analyze the correct and incorrect anti-saccade responses separately; there were no enough incorrect pro-saccades for the distributional analyses.
The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) was employed to estimate the parameters. Because the MLE has no closed form solution, a numerical optimization was used. Multiple runs with random initial values were done to increase the chance of reach global minima; see Supplemental materials for the R code and initial values and upper and lower bounds.
Results

Probability density functions
Figs. 2A and 2B show the distributions of pro-and anti-saccades as well as correct and incorrect anti-saccades. They are arranged to show that incorrect anti-saccades are similar to pro-saccades and correct anti-saccade responses drive the second peak of the overall anti-saccade distribution. Solid lines in Figs. 2A and 2B show the corresponding full models. Fig. 2C shows results of the restricted model, in which the scale parameter a = 150 ms and the scale parameter b P = 9 were fixed. The log-likelihood and BIC score of each model are shown in the figures.
Individually, the restricted model is preferred for the antisaccade distribution but the full model is slightly better for prosaccades. When we combine the pro-and anti-saccade models (n = 5525), the full model with 12 free parameters has a combined log-likelihood of À32087.43, and a BIC of 64278.26. The restricted model, with altogether eight free parameters, has a log-likelihood of À32104.22 and a BIC of 64277.48. The restricted model, with a shared P component between pro-and anti-saccades, is at least as good as the full model on a whole.
There were enough correct and incorrect responses in the antisaccade task. We have predicted that few correct responses are perceptually driven, whereas some incorrect responses may come from the C component. Correct (n = 1855) and incorrect (n = 907) anti-saccades are modeled separately. The full model (Figs. 2A and 2B) , with 12 free parameters, has a combined log-likelihood of À15853.82 and BIC of 31802.72. In constructing the restricted model, we note that the task was identical for both correct and incorrect responses. Thus we further assume they share not only the P component but also the C component. That is, we fix parameters of the P and C components to the values estimated in Fig. 2C (a = 150, b P = 9, b C = 4.04, d = 108), leaving only P P and P X as free parameters. Together, the restricted model has a log-likelihood of À15865.11 and BIC of 31793.61. Results indicate that (a) incorrect anti-saccades share the same P component with pro-saccades, (b) incorrect anti-saccades also share the same C component with correct anti-saccades, and (c) correct anti-saccades have zero percent of P component. Fig. 3 shows the observed and predicted correct rates for proand anti-saccades. The dashed lines are observed correct rates over time. The solid lines represent correct rates predicted by the model. The predicted correct rates were based on parameters estimated from the restricted models of the pro-and anti-saccades ( Figs. 2A  and 2B ). Parameter r P = 100% and r C = 90% were fixed to convenient values without numerical optimization. These simple assumptions capture the essence of the ebb and flow of correct rates over timeresponses are at chance early on (express saccades), moving to the ceiling and floor when the P-component begin to dominate, before settling at a high correct rate when C-type responses take over. Note the correct rates did not reach the ceiling or the floor even at the height of the P-component because of there are a small proportion of express saccades and C-type responses.
Correct rate over time
Discussion
Results from Study 1 provide initial support for the mixture model. Express saccades aside, SRT distributions can be decomposed into two distributional components. The P-component, shared between the pro-and anti-saccade tasks, is fast and perceptually driven. The C-component lags significantly behind the P-component and is more variable. Its cognitive origin is supported by the fact that the vast majority correct anti-saccade responses belong to this component. Another noteworthy finding is that a substantial proportion of pro-saccades appear to be C-type responses, i.e., they are deliberate rather than perceptually driven reactions. The simple mixture model (4) provides a compelling account of the unimodal pro-saccadic and bimodal anti-saccadic SRT distributions.
The mixture model also successfully simulates the correct rate over time. With three simple qualitative assumptions, the mixture model quantitatively predicts the monotonically increasing correct rate for pro-saccades, as well as the dip-and-recovery of the antisaccade responses. The time course of the correct rates is exclusively determined by the mixing weight of the three components at a given time. Early responses are either random or perceptually driven, and they are increasingly inhibited and replaced by cognitively driven responses. This finding echoes results from neurophysiologic research and computational modeling (e.g., Cutsuridis et al., 2007; Hutton, 2008; Munoz & Everling, 2004) . The correct rate model (5) provides a simple yet effective account at the behavioral level.
Study 2: the gap effect in pro-and anti-saccades
In Study 1 the visual target was presented with the central fixation point remained on the screen. There is a cost associated with disengaging the visual attention from the fixation point and planning a new saccade (Munoz & Everling, 2004) . When the central fixation point is removed prior to or in synchrony with the onset of the visual stimuli, the temporal gap results in shorter SRTs and an increase in the error rate, known as the gap effect (Everling & Fischer, 1998) . This speed-accuracy tradeoff should be reflected in changes of the distribution of SRT as well as changes in the correct rate over time. Specifically, the P distribution should remain largely unchanged from Study 1 because the tasks are perceptually similar. Meanwhile, the proportion of P-type responses P P will increase and the shift parameter d will decrease, which together shorten the overall response time. As part of the speed-accuracy tradeoff, the correct rate for C type responses r C is likely to decrease.
These hypotheses are tested using the anti-saccadic task with 200 ms overlaps, 0 ms gaps, and 200 ms gaps. For each condition, we first test the hypothesis that pro-and anti-SRTs in Study 2 share the same P component as that in Study 1. We then examine the model's predictions of correct rates over time.
Method
Participants
Fourteen university students (9 females and 5 males) participated in the study for course credits. They all reported having normal corrected or uncorrected vision and no history of vision, oculomotor, or other related disorders.
Apparatus and procedure
The apparatus, experimental setup, and data coding were identical to those of Study 1 except the following changes. Six participants were randomly assigned to the overlap condition, which was identical to Study 1. Eight participants were randomly assigned to the non-overlap condition, in which they received a block of 200 trials of pro-saccade trials and a block of 200 trials of anti-saccade trials, in a random order. The central fixation point was removed either 200 ms prior to the onset of the visual stimuli (gap200 condition) or at the same time as the onset of the visual stimuli (gap0 condition). The order of gap200 and gap0 trials was randomized within the pro-and anti-saccade blocks.
Results
There were 472, 750, and 777 valid responses in the anti-saccade overlap, gap0, and gap200 conditions, respectively, and 474, 745, and 789 valid responses in the corresponding pro-saccade conditions.
Probability density functions
The full, 6-parameter log-logistic mixture model (4) was fitted to the pro-and anti-SRTs as described in Study 1. In the restricted model we fixed the scale parameter a = 150 and the shape parameter b P = 9 to the same values as in Study 1. The log-likelihood and BIC scores are found in Table 1 . The restricted models (a = 150 and b P = 9) were preferred for the overlap and gap0 conditions, but not the gap200 condition. The model failed because the 200 ms gap induced a strong left shift of the P component compared to the other conditions. Setting a = 135 produced a satisfactory fit. Best fitting restricted models are plotted in Figs. 4A-4C .
Parameters of restricted models suggest that the 200 ms gap doubles the proportion of the P component in the anti-saccade task and shortens the delay of the C component by close to 50 ms compared to the overlap condition.
Correct rates
The correct rate models were again calculated based on bestfitting restricted models estimated above (Fig. 5A-C) , following the same procedure described in Study 1. The r P and r C parameters were again set manually based on the asymptotic correct rates in the empirical data. Interestingly, they vary across conditions (see Table 1 ). Participants in the overlap condition in Study 2 preferred accuracy over speed, compared to those in Study 1, whose r C parameter was less than 100%. On the other hand, both gap0 and gap200 conditions induced a shift toward speed. As a result, errors occur frequently at all times even for pro-saccades.
Discussion
Study 2 lends further support to the mixture model (4) by successfully accounting for six new SRT distribution functions and corresponding correct rate functions. Across all conditions, the preferred model is the restricted model, where the pro-and anti-saccadic responses share the same P component. In four out of six cases, the P parameters are identical to those in Study 1, because the tasks are perceptual similar across studies. The gap200 condition is an exception that proves the rule -the 200 ms gap changes the look and feel of the task and results in a 15 ms leftshift the P component. But importantly, this change of parameter applies to both pro-and anti-saccades, because the two tasks are perceptually identical.
The gap manipulation has large effects on the anti-saccade. Compared to the overlap condition, the gap200 anti-saccades saw an approximately 50 ms left shift of the C component and a more than doubling of the proportion of P-type responses. As a tradeoff, participants committed two kinds of errors. More P-type responses imply more errors in the anti-saccade task; meanwhile, evidence suggests that participants also lowered the response criterion for both P-and C-type responses (r P and r C ) compared to the overlap condition. Because some P-type anti-saccades are now correct by chance, the speed-accuracy tradeoff paradoxically increases the correct rate for short SRTs but lowers the correct rate in the long run (Fig. 5A-C) .
In summary, the mixture model (4) provides a straightforward account of pro-and anti-saccadic responses. It is also consistent with (Cutsuridis et al., 2007; Trappenberg et al., 2001; Wilimzig, Schneider, & Schöner, 2006 ) -it reflects the cumulative effect of an underlying horserace between reactive and voluntary control of eye movements. Studies 3 and 4 explore the possibility that the distinction between P and C components also applies to reading.
Study 3: effects of word frequency on reading fixation duration distributions
Earlier we surveyed theories of reading eye movements, most of which involve some competition between automatic, perceptually driven eye movements and cognitive/linguistically driven responses. The mixture model (4) can be used to estimate parameters and proportions of these components.
The present model makes some specific hypotheses about the effect of word frequency on the distribution function of fixation duration. Because high-frequency and low-frequency words are perceptually similar (controlling for word length), perceptually based saccades should be independent of word frequency. In contrast, the C component is expected to be sensitive to frequencylow frequency words are more likely to elicit cognitive inhibition. In other words, with decreasing word frequency, we expect an increase in P C , a further right-shift parameter d, and potentially a more spread distribution of the C component (smaller b C ), all of which increase the expected fixation duration. To test this hypothesis, we use a dataset collected by an independent laboratory. 
Participants, apparatus, and data selection
The data for this study came from the Dundee Corpus (Kennedy & Pynte, 2005) , a publicly available dataset that has been subject to numerous analyses (Carpenter & McDonald, 2007; Feng, 2009b; Kennedy & Pynte, 2005) . Ten native English-speaking adults from the UK were asked to read 20 newspaper stories for comprehension. The materials included approximately 56,000 word tokens and 9700 word types. Eye movements were recorded using the Dr. Bouis eye tracker, with a 1000 Hz sampling rate and an accuracy of approximately 1 character. Individual readers made between 29,000 and 47,000 fixations over the course of the study, and the mean fixation duration ranges from 173 to 230 ms. More methodological details can be found in Kennedy and Pynte (2005) .
For the purpose of the present analysis, only first fixations on words were included. To ensure statistical powers, data were divided into five approximately equal sets (approximately 30,000 fixations each) based on the quintiles of the Dundee word frequency index, which were 3, 11, 38, and 178 occurrences in the texts. To further separate perceptual versus linguistic effects, we estimate model parameters separately for words 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 letters long. All 147,745 first fixations meeting the above criteria were included in the analysis.
Model and parameter estimation
Data analysis is similar to procedures in Studies 1 and 2, except that the analysis of correct rate was not applicable in reading. For ''express saccades'' in Dundee Corpus, I set the scale parameter to 110 ms and the shape parameter to 3. To account for the fact that the fixation duration increases with word length, in the restricted model we set b P = 7.5 and a = 181 + 3 Ã WordLength. We compare the BIC of the full model (six free parameters) with the restricted model (four free parameters) at each word length and word frequency class. A preference for the restricted model indicates that fixation duration distributions share the same P component across frequency classes. Table 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics (means and standard errors) of fixation duration at each word length and word frequency category. It also lists the (negative) log-likelihood and the corresponding BIC. The '' Ã '' sign in the last column indicates that the restricted model is preferred over the full model based on the BIC. All but three of the 23 pairs of models tested support the restricted model; two of the three cases the full and restricted models were virtually equivalent by BIC.
Results
Comparing the empirical and model pdfs can shed some light on why this is the case. Figs. 6A and 6B illustrate the goodness of fit of the full and the restricted model for 5-letter-long words; figures for all word lengths can be found in the Supplemental materials. It is apparent that across frequency categories, the peak of the empirical fixation duration distribution varies little. This is captured by the fixed P component. On the other hand, much of the frequency effect is caused by the shifting of the relative proportions of the P and C components.
We predicted that high frequency words will elicit more P-type responses and fewer C-type responses. Fig. 7 shows estimated P P based on the restricted model. As expected it increases with word frequency across all word lengths examined here. Parameters b C and d show less systematic relations with word frequency and word length. In fact, the model does a reasonable job even with fixed b C or d. For the purpose of this study, though, we will not pursuit this direction any further.
Finally, characteristics of P-type responses depend on the perceptual nature of the task. The mode of the P component is short in Studies 1 and 2 (146 ms, with a = 150 and b P = 9), where both the perceptual trigger and the oculomotor response are clearly defined. In reading, the mode of the P component is about 40-50 ms longer than that in anti-saccade tasks, between 183 and 195 ms depending on the word length. The mode of the C component in the anti-saccade task was about 240 ms (247.67 ms in Study 1, and 265.69 ms, 234.35 ms, and 225.03 ms for the overlap, gap0, and gap200 conditions in Study 2, respectively). In reading, the mode of the C component is about 270-280 ms (calculated based on parameters in the Supplemental materials). In both reading and anti-saccade tasks, Ctype responses lag behind P-type saccades by approximately 100 ms.
Discussion
A key proposal of this paper is that the same cognitive oculomotor control mechanism underlies reading and other saccadic tasks. Specifically, it is proposed that cognitively driven saccadic plans must compete with automatic, perceptually driven saccades. A mixture model (4) can be used to estimate the extent to which cognitively bases responses effectively inhibit perceptually driven responses at any time. This model succeeded in accounting for SRTs in pro-and anti-saccade tasks. Here the same model is applied to 23 distribution functions of first fixation duration in reading. The results support the hypothesis.
The novel finding is not that a mixture model can account for empirical fixation duration distributions (see Feng, 2001 Feng, , 2003 Feng, , 2006a Feng, , 2009a Feng, , 2009b Gezeck & Timmer, 1998; McConkie & Dyre, 2000; Nakatani & Leeuwen, 2008) , although it is interesting that reading fixation duration distributions can be well captured by 4 (or fewer) parameters. Rather, the key result is that most fixations during natural reading are unaffected by the frequency of the currently fixated word. In constructing the restricted model we fixed the P component such that it does not vary with word frequency, a hypothesis overwhelmingly supported by the data (note that fixing parameters of the C component would not fit the data). According to this model most eye movements in natural reading belong to the P component; only a small proportion of fixations are inhibited by cognitive/linguistic processes. This is not dissimilar to the prosaccade task, where an overwhelming majority of responses are perceptually-based but a noticeable minority of saccades follows the time course of cognitively based responses.
One does not need to agree with the particular model to see why this is the case. A causal observation of empirical frequency distributions will suggest that the distributions of high and low frequency words overlap greatly. Moreover, the modes of the distributions change little; where they differ are the height of the peaks and the height of the tails. Intuitively, some of the probability mass is taken from the peak and moved to the tail. This is precisely the intuition for the mixture model approach (see also Gezeck & Timmer, 1998; McConkie, Zola, & Wolverton, 1985; Nakatani & Leeuwen, 2008) . For example, using a different method, McConkie, Zola, and Wolverton (1985) showed that a significant word frequency effect in the mean fixation duration may occur when only a small proportion of fixations are influenced by linguistic processes and the majority are not. The present study echoes this finding and provides a more general method for estimating the proportion of fixations under cognitive/linguistic influences.
In addition to the competition between P-versus C-type saccades, another piece of evidence supporting the notion of a common control mechanism is the timing of the C component. In anti-saccade tasks as well as in natural reading, cognitively driven responses are around 100 ms slower than perceptually driven saccades. This is reflected in both the d parameter, a direct index of the delay in the model, or the differences between the modes of P-and C-type responses, which in the case of anti-saccades can be observed directly without resorting to any particular model. This 100 ms delay is also consistent with experimental evidence from Yang (2006) and Yang and McConkie (2001) . The difference between the normal and late saccadic components in their studywhich roughly correspond to the P and C components here -was also about 100 ms.
Study 3 also raises a number of questions. For one, the notion that the majority of fixations in normal reading are perceptually driven seems to contradict the conventional wisdom that reading eye movements are guided by cognitive and linguistic processes in real time. I will defer this point to Section 6. At the technical level, these findings need to be replicated across different texts, readers, and reading tasks. Furthermore, the frequency manipulation does not prove that P-type responses are perceptually driven -it is possible that they are driven by linguistic processes that are not sensitive to word frequency. To address these questions, Study 4 compares normal reading to two pseudo-reading tasks that do not involve lexical and/or semantic processing. If the same P component emerges in the pseudo-reading tasks, it cannot be linguistic in origin. 
Study 4: Fixation duration in reading and pseudo-reading tasks
In the current study adult readers perform three tasks -normal reading, ''reading'' random word lists, and ''reading'' texts in which every letter is replaced by the letter z. The tasks contrast in the type of processes involved. Reading random word lists lacks syntactic processing and comprehension but preserves lexical processing. Z-string reading rids any linguistic content, leaving only perceptual cues for saccade planning. Past research has shown that ''reading'' nonsense materials such as the z-strings increases the mean fixation duration, but researchers disagree on the cause of the differences (Nuthmann, Engbert, & Kliegl, 2007; Rayner & Fischer, 1996; Vitu et al., 1995) . One goal of this study is to shed some light from the perceptive of distributional analyses.
The primary question, however, is the nature of the P and C components in reading eye movements. To the extent that all three tasks share the same P component, it will strongly suggest that the P component is independent of lexical or other linguistic processes. The only viable explanation for the shared P component is the shared perceptual similarity among the tasks.
Not all eye movements in z-string reading are perceptually driven, though. As seen in Studies 1 and 2, even the pro-saccade task involves a significant proportion of the C component, which reflects a level of cognitive monitoring. Cognitive monitoring is expected during z-string reading, so that readers can continue scanning the meaningless ''text'' according to instructions. Similarly, reading scrambled texts is likely to involve cognitive interventions in order to ensure continuous ''reading'' despite the nonsensical material. These cognitive monitoring processes, however, are distinct from natural reading processes. Hence we expect distinct C components across the three tasks. In fact, natural reading is such an over-trained task that it should require less cognitive interventions than ''mindless reading'' tasks.
In sum, it is hypothesized that cognitive inhibition is engaged in reading and reading-like tasks, and that reading nonsense materials may require more involvement of higher-order processes.
Meanwhile, a large portion of saccades in both normal reading and pseudo-reading are automatically planned based on perceptual information.
Method
Participants, materials, and procedures
Adult readers who completed Study 2 also participated in the current study. Each participant read all three kinds of materials in a randomized order. In the reading condition, participants were instructed to read short passages for comprehension and were given one comprehension question every three stories. The reading materials consisted of ten independent passages approximately 300 words in length. They were adapted from news stories from New Scientists and similar magazines, covering diverse topics such as science news and cultural events. The texts were presented on a 19-in. CRT monitor at a resolution of 1024 Â 768 pixels, using the fixed-width Courier New font (15 Â 10 pixels) with black texts on a white background. There were four lines of text on each page, and participants pressed a button to advance to the next page. Eye movements were recorded using the EyeLink 1000 eye tracker as described in Study 1.
The materials for the random text condition were created by scrambling words in normal texts; capitalization and punctuations were both removed. They were presented one line per screen, with the same font and size as in the normal reading condition. There were 48 sentences, approximately 670 words in total. The instruction reads: ''In this section you will see 'sentences' made of unrelated words. Please scan the words as you would normally read.'' The z-string condition was created by replacing every letter in a short novel with the letter ''z'' or ''Z'' depending on the capitalization of the original text. Spacing and punctuations were preserved. The z-string texts were presented in the same way as the normal text. There were 60 pages of z-string texts. Participants were told: ''In the following section your will see 'words' made of strings of the letter 'z'. Please scan the 'words' as if you were reading, even though the material is not meaningful.'' 
Data coding and analysis
The 24 participants produced a total of 57,191 valid reading fixations, 25,402 fixations in the random words condition, and 29,188 fixations in the z-string condition. No fixation was censored or discarded. Modeling procedures follow those in previous studies. We will compare the full model against the restricted model, in which the P component is set to have a = 185 and b P = 5.3. The scale and shape parameters of express saccades are set to 60 ms and 3, respectively. The script for model estimation can be found in Supplemental materials.
Results
The means and standard deviations (in parentheses) of fixation duration are 206.2 ms (96.2 ms) for reading normal texts, 230.7 ms (129.7 ms) for reading random words, and 226.5 ms (114.7 ms) for reading z-strings; all standard errors are less than 1 ms. This is consistent with prior reports that fixations are longer in mindless reading compared to normal reading (Nuthmann, Engbert, & Kliegl, 2007; Rayner & Fischer, 1996; Vitu et al., 1995) .
Fig . 8A and B shows empirical pdfs of the three distributions as well as the full and restricted models. In all three cases the restricted model is preferred over the full model based on the BIC. Table 3 lists the goodness of fit and parameters based on the restricted model. In particular, Fig. 8 is directly comparable to Fig. 1 in Rayner and Fischer (1996, p. 739) , which also shows that the z-string reading distribution shares the same mode with normal reading but has a heavier tail.
The most prominent difference between reading and non-reading tasks is the mixing probabilities P P and P C . The model estimated that 83% of normal reading fixations belong to the P component, which is in line with parameters estimated in Study 3 on the basis of an independent corpus. The proportion of P responses drops to 60% and 68% for random word and z-string reading. In other words, compared to normal reading, the frequency of cognitive inhibition more than doubled in these ''mindless reading'' tasks. Data also suggest that the C component is more spread (smaller b C ) in ''mindless reading'' tasks than during normal reading. On the other hand, the cognitive delay d is around 100 ms, consistent with findings from Studies 1, 2, and 3.
Discussion
Study 4 replicates the previous finding that reading nonsense materials results in longer mean fixation duration than reading normal texts (Nuthmann, Engbert, & Kliegl, 2007; Rayner & Fischer, 1996; Vitu et al., 1995) . The increase in mean difference is due to a higher proportion of C-type fixations. In other words, ''mindless reading'' actually requires more cognitive engagement. Parametric differences in the C component suggest different kinds of cognitive inhibition are involved in normal and ''mindless'' reading.
The empirical pdfs of fixation duration in Fig. 8 show overlapping peaks, hinting at a shared P component. This is confirmed in formal model comparisons. Normal reading and z-string ''reading'' share nothing other than a superficial visual similarity. Our finding rules out the possibility that the P component could be attributed to some unspecified linguistic processes. Scanning random word lists is much closer to scanning z-strings than to normal reading -if anything, readers had to rely more heavily on cognitive inhibitions than in normal reading or even z-string reading. Nevertheless, the P component in the random word reading condition does not differ from that in the other two conditions.
Astute readers may have noticed that parameters of the P component differ between Studies 3 and 4 even though both involve normal reading. Differences in the eye-tracing equipment, fixation detection algorithms, and stimulus presentation may all have contributed to the differences. In particular, there are two reasons to predict a decrease of the shape parameter b P . One is that Study 4 has more participants than Study 3; to the extent there are individual differences in b P , the observed mixture (of individual distributions) will be more spread. Similarly, in Study 4 we did not model effects of word lengths and word frequencies. Thus the b P parameter is not comparable between Studies 3 and 4. Estimating parameters for individual readers (e.g., Feng, 2009b) or conditional datasets (e.g., Feng, 2009a) is completely feasible but is not pursued here.
General discussion
Are there two sets of oculomotor control mechanisms, one for ''low-level'' saccadic tasks and one for reading and other ''highlevel'' tasks? The current paper suggests this is a false dichotomy. A single mechanism based on a competition between fast, perceptually driven saccades and slower, cognitively determined responses can account for both behaviors. This is by no means a novel proposal. Our brief literature survey indicates that the notion of such competition is well accepted in saccadic research and is incorporated in various forms in popular theories of reading eye movements. The consensus stops here, however. In the reading literature, no two theories agree on what processes are involved in the competition, much less on how it is played out in real time.
Distributional evidence
The present paper highlights a number of distributional regularities that theories of eye movements must explain. As a purely descriptive tool, the mixture-of-log-logistic model shows that empirical distributions of SRTs and reading fixation durations are composed of at least two components (besides ''express saccades''), and that much of within-task differences can be accounted for by varying the relative weight of the two components. The timing of the two components is also predictable. The first peak typically occurs around 150 ms in pro-and anti-saccade tasks and about 180 ms during reading and reading-like tasks. The second component appears approximately 100 ms later. These findings refine the qualitative predictions of the ''three-loop'' theory (Fischer, 1987; Fischer, Gezeck, & Huber, 1995) and complement prior experimental evidence (Feng, 2009a; McConkie & Yang, 2003; Nakatani & Leeuwen, 2008; Yang, 2006; Yang & McConkie, 2001) and corpus analyses (Feng, 2006b (Feng, , 2009b Feng et al., 2009 ). These distributional properties are not modeling artifacts; similar findings are reported using different modeling approaches (e.g., Feng, 2009a; Nakatani & Leeuwen, 2008; Yang, 2006) , and in many cases these effects are plainly visible on frequency plots. These findings may be more difficult to explain for some theories than others, but it appears that most current reading models have the mechanisms to potentially do so. The hope is that the findings presented here will motivate efforts toward a converging understanding of reading and other eye movement tasks.
P is for perceptual; C is for cognitive
The cognitive processes involved in inhibiting a single perceptually driven saccade are very different in nature from those involved in reading. There is no question about that. The key issue here is whether this logically requires multiple control mechanisms. A horseman can accomplish countless maneuvers through a simple mechanism -the reins. It would be redundant -and comicalto have a lever for each move. Horse-riding and oculomotorplanning share a core challenge, i.e., how to control a relatively autonomous and (with apologies to hippophiles) dumb system to achieve maximal efficiency and flexibility. The solutions may be similar, too: let it go, and rein in when necessary.
Formalizing this heuristic, the current model presumes that (a) the oculomotor system generates saccades based on perceptual information and (b) the cognitive system may inhibit the these automatic responses, albeit only probabilistically and with a delay. This control mechanism results in two classes of saccades -the perceptually driven P-type responses and cognitively based C-type eye movements. The distinction is straightforward in the pro/antisaccade task, where perceptual features of the task and the cognitive demand can be manipulated experimentally. We showed that the P component is stable when the perceptual environment is identical or similar and varies when the task changes. The effect of cognitive control, on the other hand, manifests itself in the C component. We also make two observations seldom discussed in the literature. First, not all pro-saccadic responses are perceptually driven; a substantial minority is cognitively driven, according to their timing. Second, the simple P/C component mixture model captures in surprising details the temporal dynamics of the correct rate as well as the speed-accuracy tradeoff.
Establishing the nature of the P and C component is more complex in the context of reading. Study 3 holds constant perceptual properties (e.g., word length) and compares fixation durations on Table 3 Goodness of fit of the full and restricted models for normal reading, random word list reading, and z-string reading.
Full model
Restricted model (a = 185 and b P = 5. words that vary in cognitive demands -i.e., word frequency. Study 4 examines reading versus ''mindless'' reading tasks that share basic perceptual features but require no word recognition and/or comprehension. In both cases, data are well captured by a mixture model with a fixed P component and a varying C component. The result supports the perceptual versus cognitive interpretation of the P and C components. More definitive tests will come from experiments with more fine-grained controls -such as gaze-contingent studies along the line of Yang and McConkie (2001) .
6.3. Cognitive control: The driving engine or the override switch?
It may be surprising that the vast majority of eye movements by skilled readers belong to the P component. Does this contradict the vast literature in last 30 years that reading eye movements are under real-time cognitive control (see Rayner, 1998 Rayner, , 2009 ? The answer is a resounding ''no.'' The fact that on-going cognitive and linguistic processes can influence the mean fixation duration does not imply that every saccadic decision -or even the majority of which -is cognitively determined. Some eye movements (e.g., refixations) are perceptually driven even in models where lexical processing is the ''driving engine'' (Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003, p. 450) . Our empirical observation only requires that some saccadic decisions are under the control of the on-going cognitive and/or linguistic processing. The current model does just that: cognition probabilistically overrides automatic saccadic plans, altering the distribution function -and hence its mean -of the fixation duration. Such a control mechanism is no less -and no more -''cognitive'' than warranted by data.
If linguistic processes succeed in inhibiting every automatic saccade in the present framework, in principle we would end up with a cognitively driven model. This is essentially the case for antisaccades in the overlap condition (see Study 1). However, we see no evidence for this in skilled reading. On the contrary, compared to ''mindless'' reading conditions, readers prefer to exert less cognitive control during normal reading; in other words, they rely more on perceptually driven saccades.
Three factors conspire to make this a profitable strategy for skilled readers. First, speed-accuracy tradeoff. When reading meaningful, engaging materials, skilled readers anticipate few comprehension problems (i.e., high accuracy) and can afford to shift the balance to speed. Second, the cognitive delay. Across the four studies cognitively driven saccades are consistently 100 ms or so longer than perceptually driven responses. While we do not know the extent to which C type responses can be accelerated, it is clear that the most effective way to speed up is to increase the proportion of P type saccades. Finally, paraorthographic guidance. This perceptually based strategy would fail miserably if perceptual cues in reading were as misleading as those in the anti-saccadic task. Fortunately, writing systems embed various perceptual cuesparaorthographic elements such as word spaces and punctuations -to guide oculomotor planning (Feng, 2008) . Most of these paraorthographic cues are perceptually salient in the parafovea; they also correlate with important linguistic variables (e.g., word length correlates with word frequency; commas and periods indicate clause boundaries). As a result perceptually based saccadic plans often rival linguistically based planning in efficiency without costly on-line calculations. Together, it is not only feasible for skilled readers to rely heavily on fast, automatic, and perceptually driven saccades, but it is also preferred when the on-going reading process can always intervene -with a brief delay -to resolve any issue.
We set out to explore the possibility of a common cognitive control mechanism for reading and anti-saccade tasks. The four studies presented here are illustrations, not proofs. They demonstrate that data from very different eye movement tasks can be explained within a coherent probabilistic model. Additional modeling details -such as the justification for the log-logistic distributionwill be covered in upcoming papers. The R source code (see Supplemental materials) is open source and I encourage other researchers to try on their own data. More data are needed to bridge the gap between reading and saccadic research, as well as divisions within reading theories.
